
 

Greening the office 
In the last 40 years, numerous studies have focused on the link between time in nature and our physical and 
mental health. The results seem to indicate green spaces — such as parks, forest or even landscape seen through 
a window — can have a positive effect on our minds and bodies. 
 
Researchers from Norwich Medical School found that exposure to 
green space reduces risks of Type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular 
disease, premature birth, stress and high blood pressure, and it 
increases sleep duration. Incorporating nature in your life and 
workplace can also have mental health benefits, such as: 

• Reduced stress and depression symptoms 
• Increased productivity 
• Higher sense of well-being 

A study from Central Michigan University found natural elements and exposure to sunlight positively impact job 
satisfaction. You can incorporate nature-inspired elements through color, plants and lighting. Ideas include: 

• Using wood on floors and furniture 
• Incorporating colors from nature 
• Adding a water feature or plant wall 
• Using plants instead of cublicle walls to separate workers 

You may want to create a “green team” of employees to review policies around décor, recycling and purchasing 
reusable items, and to offer suggestions of small and large changes that could be made at your office. You can 
also offer green-focused challenges, such as: 

• Going a month without using plastic eating utensils 
• Bringing your own coffee mug or reusable water bottle to work 
• Sharing a plant with a coworker 
• Packing snacks in reusable containers instead of plastic bags 

Not everyone works in an actual office each day, so greening your home office is important too. Here are some 
ideas you can incorporate and share with your employees: 

• Work in a room that has good natural light and a view of nature. 
• Bring nature into your office with plants, pictures of beautiful places or a small water feature. 
• Go paperless, and use environmentally friendly office supplies. 
• Use natural colors or flooring in your home office. 

Sources: ncbi.nlm.nih.gov*, outsideonline.com*, theatlantic.com*, scientificamerican.com*, correctionalnews.com*, 
sciencedirect.com*, tandfonline.com*, mind.org.uk*, journals.sagepub.com*, ciphr.com*, phsgreenleaf.com*, plymouth.ac.uk*, 
marketwatch.com* 
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